
The new media artist as critical producer of public/private media

In his seminal essay on “The author as producer”1, Walter Benjamin (1934) addressed the 

question of (artistic) commitment under certain social conditions. He wrote “the rigid, 

isolated object (work, novel) is of no use whatsoever. It must be inserted into the context of 

living social relations.”2. The political situation has changed a lot since Walter Benjamin 

wrote his essay, but his ideas are still current and should be elaborated upon. Since the 

dramatic changes in the 20th century in regards to authorship (on the example of Media Art3,  

Remix Culture4) and the rise of digital information and communications technologies (as 

outlined by Manuel Castells5 and many others), the methods of production, dissemination and 

availability of content have multiplied. In the 21st century, data is the "grease" of the network 

society, a pervasively mediating and interconnecting element. Everything is data and can be 

represented through data analysis, or can it?

 Although new media usage and consumption is further on the rise and became widely 

accepted in everyday use, the pioneering and (critical) production fields of the network 

culture (new media arts) - are said to be non-existent anymore. Stefan Heidenreich 

proclaimed that “there is no media art”6, others see no “cultural urgency”7. There is much talk 

of the crisis of media art, and it can be debated if practices and processes that were uniquely 

located in the new media arts are now present in other artistic disciplines and production 

cultures. Besides all the crisis-talk, still new appliances for technology first intersect with the 

spheres of producers (new media artists, maker and hacker contexts) before they become a 

wider cultural phenomenon that are even implemented into business models (as Mirko Tobias 

Schäfer noted8). This is evident in examples such as the DSLR revolution, post-industrial 

design methods, the alternative currency Bitcoin, debates on data accessibility (often dubbed 

as open data) and the politics of data leaking.
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Recent information leaking scandals (Wikileaks, Edward Snowden, etc.) brought with them a 

huge public interest of data collections, the daily creation of unique encryption keys of the 

software OpenPGP tripled 9, and the number of global Tor users doubled10 since Snowden’s 

leaks first became public. Although the availability of encryption has been given for a long 

time and also obfuscation methods are well known to technically educated people as well as 

researchers in computer and communication science11, leaking scandals have transported the 

issues much faster to the attention of the public than could ever be achieved with scientific 

papers or critical (media) artworks.  

 In recent years a trend of commodification of culture and “tethered appliances”12 

became evident. The question is, where critical production happens today - “If you want to 

criticize a religion, write a book”13 is written in Apple’s App Store Guidelines, which make it 

clear that ‘critical software’ is not wanted there.

 Contemporary "new media arts" that are information savvy, research driven and 

follow the current discussion on the ethical use of Big Data14 as well as outlining the future 

challenges of technology development have the possibility to transport issues to larger 

audiences and reach the information society with their critique. In this paper I will discuss  

different approaches in contemporary new media arts that are integrating critique on new 

media developments, data gathering and showcase emancipatory/empowering technologies in 

hybrid cooperations with diverse fields of the (digital) humanities.
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Images for the Publication (for the works discussed)

Image #1: Alessandro Ludovico, Paolo Cirio: “face2facebook”

“Stealing 1 million Facebook profiles, filtering them with face-recognition software, and then,
posting them on a custom-made dating website, sorted by their facial expressions characteristics.”

http://www.face-to-facebook.net/

http://www.face-to-facebook.net
http://www.face-to-facebook.net


Image #2: Addie Wagenknecht and Stefan Hechenberger: asymmetric love #2

The installation >Asymmetric Love Nr. 2< by Addie Wagenknecht and Stefan Hechenberger was 
created to mimic a familiar and comfortable iconic baroque chandelier composed out of 
surveillance cameras.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/artisticbokeh/sets/72157634440642553/with/9190519391/

http://placesiveneverbeen.com/index.php/nothing-to-see-here-/
http://placesiveneverbeen.com/index.php/nothing-to-see-here-/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/artisticbokeh/sets/72157634440642553/with/9190519391/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/artisticbokeh/sets/72157634440642553/with/9190519391/


Image #3: Adam Harvey: CV Dazzle

http://cvdazzle.com/

CV Dazzle™ is camouflage from computer vision (CV). It is a form of expressive interference that 
combines makeup and hair styling (or other modifications) with face-detection thwarting designs. 
The name is derived from a type of camouflage used during WWI, called Dazzle, which was used 
to break apart the gestalt-image of warships, making it hard to discern their directionality, size, and 
orientation. Likewise, the goal of CV Dazzle is to break apart the gestalt of a face, or object, and 
make it undetectable to computer vision algorithms, in particular face detection.

http://cvdazzle.com
http://cvdazzle.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dazzle_camouflage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dazzle_camouflage


Image #4: KATSU: Status Update

Mark Zuckerberg, Pummeled and Posterized
http://gizmodo.com/5993320/mark-zuckerberg-pummeled-and-posterized

Citizens of the Internet just don't seem to like what Zuckerberg and co. are doing with our personal 
data and the insights gathered from things we say and like and share on Facebook. Any change—
small or large—ignites a fury amongst the Internet that draws the virtual pitchforks and torches.
With privacy as one of the key driving forces behind his latest creation, which went live last night in 
various parts of New York City, KATSU tells me his motivation for "Status Update" is all about 
personal data and the future (implied [sic] throughout).

http://gizmodo.com/5993320/mark-zuckerberg-pummeled-and-posterized
http://gizmodo.com/5993320/mark-zuckerberg-pummeled-and-posterized
http://gizmodo.com/5993320/mark-zuckerberg-pummeled-and-posterized
http://gizmodo.com/5993320/mark-zuckerberg-pummeled-and-posterized
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